SPEAKING TOPICS
As a speaker in churches of every denomination, public and private schools, sororities,
recovery centers, teen programs, business organizations, and prisons, Jen is adept at tailoring
her message appropriately for the audience and venue. All of these messages have been
taught in secular or faith-based environments, and can be expanded for retreats.

Testimony

——————————————————

Jen shares the captivating story of her rise in the world of fashion, her heart-wrenching fall,
and the discovery of Christ she made at the bottom. Based upon the Parable of the Pearl of
Great Value, which tells us the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant in search of fine pearls,
this message is designed to connect listeners to the heart of God, who will go to the depths
of darkness to bring us back to Him.

Real Beauty

——————————————————

Drawing upon her years in the modeling industry, Jen shatters the illusion that outward
perfection equals inner fulfillment and offers a refreshing definition of real beauty. As women
discover what God sees in them, they become free to accept His perfect love that washes
over their imperfections. In this talk, Jen combines storytelling with biblical teaching to help
women find their true value.

——————————————————

Value, Identity, and Purpose

We all tend to look to the wrong things for our value. In these talks, Jen reveals the distorted
view we get of ourselves when we get our identity from “men, mirrors, and the media.” Better
yet, she teaches us to look to the mirror of God to discover an identity that truly lasts. We are
loved, beautiful, forgiven, and chosen by God to be world changers in this generation.

“Who I Am” Poetry

——————————————————

As delivered in her TEDx talk, Jen calls women to restore biblical womanhood. Through her
spoken word performance of six powerful poems that serve as mantras for women, she
calls women to be the wives, mothers, sisters, and friends they are meant to be. She then
unpacks the poetry’s meaning and teach women to hold these words in their hearts as they
go home.

——————————————————

Marriage, Motherhood, Ministry & More

In this honest and compelling message, Jen shares the valuable lessons she’s learned on
balancing marriage, motherhood, and ministry, and more. She teaches women a beautiful
picture of marriage that will truly help them be better wives and mothers. The value God
places on the home is central to this teaching. Every woman will benefit from this message.

